LET YOUR PERSONALITY SHINE WITH PROFESSIONAL VIDEO CONFERENCING

Video conferencing is all about making connections. With WisLine Video, you can make those personal connections even when you can’t be in the same room. Using the latest generation of video conference applications, you can connect wherever or whenever you want with whatever device you use. WisLine Video provides the high-definition image quality, multi-site bridging capabilities and the technical support you need to make a professional impression.

We offer two video conferencing services to cover everything from a one-to-one conversation to a multi-site managed conference.

**WisLine Video**
Reserved video conferencing from room systems, desktops or mobile devices.

**WisLine Anytime Video**
Anytime, anywhere reservationless video conferencing with Cisco’s Jabber application for desktop, laptop or mobile.

ics.uwex.edu/wisline-suite
WisLine Anytime Video and WisLine Video are part of the WisLine suite of collaborative services designed for powerful audio conferencing, video conferencing, web conferencing and webcasting. Ask us about our other WisLine services.

855.289.9177 | 608.262.4342 | wislineservices@ics.uwex.edu

Reserved Video Conferencing
Presenters and participants can connect via videoconference-equipped rooms, desktops or mobile devices, using the WisLine Video desktop and mobile device applications. We take care of the details for you. Your conference takes place when you want it at the locations you require.

High-quality video with self-service convenience
- High-definition video and audio.
- Point-to-point or multi-point using the WisLine Video bridging service.
- Up to thirty locations can connect at once in any combination of room systems (such as the classrooms in The Pyle Center), desktop systems using web cams or mobile devices with built-in cameras.
- Share applications and content.
- Planning, design and technical support before, during and after your conference from our experienced team.

Reservationless Video Conferencing—Anytime, Anywhere.
Connect anytime, anywhere using Cisco’s Jabber application for desktop, laptop or mobile videoconferencing.

High quality video with advanced service and features
- High-definition video.
- Fast, easy and reliable connections.
- Intuitive user interface.
- Testing and support for new users.
- Use anywhere with a wired or WiFi Internet connection.
- Point-to-point or multi-point using the WisLine Video bridging service.
- Connect with classrooms, mobile devices and desktops all in the same conference.
- Cross-platform: Mac or Windows; Android or iOS.

COLLABORATE ANYWHERE, ANYTIME WITH WisLine

WisLine Anytime Video and WisLine Video are part of the WisLine suite of collaborative services designed for powerful audio conferencing, video conferencing, web conferencing and webcasting. Ask us about our other WisLine services.

855.289.9177 | 608.262.4342 | wislineservices@ics.uwex.edu
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